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King Albert-Horatio-Otto the Thirdhad SO many clothes it was simply absurd …So when two

seemingly well-meaning fabric merchants promise to make an outfit of only the very BEST and

most special cloth, King Albert-Horatio-Otto the Third simply cannot resist. He MUST have

these new clothes! Surely, the unquestionably charitable and not-at-all-suspicious-looking

tailors are genuine, and the King won't end up looking red-cheeked … ?This funny and timely

retelling of Hans Christian Andersen's classic fable 'The Emperor's New Clothes' will not only

make children laugh, but also encourage them to think and speak up for what they believe.

"All the patterning and the detailed indoor and outdoor scenes allow Smythe’s cut-paper

artwork to shine; Chester is 'tickled pink' when a rainbow highlights his eggs after they are

found, and readers should feel much the same. "-- Publishers Weekly "Each spread presents a

room or vignette with richly textured objects, expressive characters, and bright colors.

Recommended for libraries seeking simple Easter books." -- School Library Journal "A sweet

treat for an Easter basket or for sharing before decorating Easter eggs." -- Kirkus

Reviews Praise for Snowbear’s Christmas Countdown: “The simple text and appealing cut-

paper collage illustrations provide a complete iconography for a warm-and-fuzzy celebration for

this winning character and his animal friends.” —School Library Journal “Smythe creates vivid,

detailed scenes . . . that capture both the joyful, energetic bustle and the deep coziness of the

season. . . . Just right for reading aloud. Merry and bright holiday fare that young children may

want to return to throughout the year.” —Booklist--This text refers to an out of print or

unavailable edition of this title.About the AuthorTheresa Smythe is the author and illustrator of

Snowbear’s Christmas Countdown and the illustrator of The Runaway Valentine. Formerly a

television and feature-film animator, Ms. Smythe lives in Los Angeles, California.--This text

refers to an out of print or unavailable edition of this title.
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Ebook Tops Reader, “Fun. Everyone  knows the story.  An updated version.”

Ms M Murphy, “Excellent read. Grandson loved it”

Monique Waechter, “Wonderful Read. I was laughing my head off reading this book out loud to

myself and to people of all ages from 5 to 78! Everyone was as thrilled as I was. The story has

wonderful humour and the illustrations complement the words. Claire Powell is such a talented

illustrator and she leaves little hidden treasures to discover on every page! Highly recommend

this book!”

The book by Peter Bently has a rating of  5 out of 4.7. 4 people have provided feedback.
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